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ABSTRACT

In the environment of online courses and online exams, cheating in online courses is prevalent [1]. To better ensure fairness in exams, schools and educational institutions need to use technology to detect and deter cheating [2]. Starting from practical application, this paper discusses 3 different methods to detect cheating behavior, and proposes a new way for online exam supervision.
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1. INTRODUCTION

At the end of 2019 a disease called covid-19 is sweeping across the world, and it has soon become a global disaster [3]. After that people on earth entered the age of pandemic, where people stay at their houses to prevent the spread of the disease. Shortly after people entered the pandemic remote learning came into people’s sight and it has changed people’s understanding of online learning drastically [4]. We are amazed at how advanced our technologies have become so that it allows all of us to meet online to study even though at our own house. Huge progress has been made by humans, but still, there are a lot of flaws in this system.

As soon as the pandemic entered the end of the first year I noticed a serious problem, a problem that’s gonna put the whole human race on a string between life and death. I found out that many of my friends and classmates that I know are all cheating on their quizzes and tests to achieve better grades, and this perfectly demonstrates the flaws of online learning [5]. Different from in-person teachers were able to check on the environment around students in real-time, but when it comes to online quizzes and tests teachers are not able to see the environment around the students to help them demonstrate academic honesty. After I realized this has become a serious issue out of curiosity I did a lot of research online and the result shows the rate of academic dishonesty that occurred during the pandemic has increased significantly in comparison to in-person studies. This “blind spot” from the teachers gives a lot of students chances to cheat during their exams, and to put this in perspective soon there will be surgeons that cheat on their biology class in high school performing surgeries for us. I realize this going to become a national crisis that must be stopped so I decided to do something about it. I started to look into ways to prevent online cheating.
There are a lot of apps or websites that offer ways to prevent cheating but none of them was ideal enough to make sure the student doesn’t get a chance to cheat [6]. Ever since that, I made up my mind to create a program of my own to prevent the issue of online academic dishonesty.

There are actually a lot of methods and applications on the internet to prevent academic dishonesty/ online cheating. However, many of the anti-cheating techniques and systems that have been developed are not working effectively. An obvious example is College board uses a lockdown browser as their method to make sure the student can’t cheat on their test, but in reality, the students that are taking the test might have their book opened and possibly another device on the side helping them search for formulas they need to use for that certain question. By just using a lockdown browser students might also just ask for their friend's or tutor’s help during the exam. The lockdown browser sounds prominent with accountability but in reality, there’s no guarantee that the student doesn’t cheat because there are too many flaws in this method that allows the student to have the chance to cheat on their exam. Another method that I usually see online is that during the exam I will take a picture of the test taker to see if they are the actual person that’s taking the exam. I think this is a smart idea but it’s not ideal. The benefit is that the exam will know whether the student is actually taking the exam or other people that are helping the student taking the exam, but on the other hand, the student might communicate with other people during the exam through another device to establish communication with their friends or tutor to help them during the exam. The intention of this system and methods are good, but they are not working ideally as they are expected to be because there are flaws and imperfections within them.

My method is to utilize a sound monitor and mouse movement tracking technology in our system to ensure cheating is impossible during the exam [7]. The current existing method is to lockdown browsers but students might cheat by getting outside help at their house. My sound monitoring system ensured that students cannot talk to other people during the exam. If they get any outside help the system will capture the voice and the student will be determined as cheating.

We set up three experimental groups and the first one is the control group by not using any anti-cheating application during the exam, the second group uses a lockdown browser during the exam, and the third group uses the application I developed. We first placed the three candidates in three separate empty rooms, and then we gave them three exact same exams and another computer. The first candidate was able to cheat easily because it doesn't have any application or any restriction on him. The second candidate had a locked-down browser on the test he had so he used another computer to call his friend for help and was able to easily pass the exam too. The third candidate used my application and was trying to do the same as what the second candidate was trying to do with the other laptop but he was determined to be cheating because the sound system recognized the candidate was talking to someone else. This shows my application does work.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the details on the challenges that we met during the experiment and designing the sample; Section 3 focuses on the details of our solutions corresponding to the challenges that we mentioned in Section 2; Section 4 presents the relevant details about the experiment we did, following by presenting the related work in Section5. Finally, Section 6 gives the conclusion remarks, as well as pointing out the future work of this project.

2. CHALLENGES

In order to build the project, a few challenges have been identified as follow.
My largest challenge is to learn the programming language python because without it I can’t even start my project [8]. At first, I didn’t know what to do, so I asked to do some research online. I found out that there are many education centers that can teach python. After I checked most of them I decided to go to coding minds and study python there. At first, I was struggling with the coding process and I almost gave up, but when I think about how my program might benefit the whole society. I kept learning python until I was capable of doing the project, and eventually, I accomplished my goal.

3. Solution

![Figure 1. Overview of the solution](image)

The cheating detection system is accomplished by using the language of Python that the system supports based on three main features which are audio analyzing, mouse movement with keyboard typing speed and face analyzing (Figure 1). The current audio analyzing system takes steps to calculate the user’s sound wave amplitude that compares with the default value detecting any conversation or discussion behavior during the test. In the future, the system is planning to collect and train the data from users at the same time, where the machine learning algorithms will be implemented in order to predict and analyze the sound from users [9]. By doing this, machine learning will capture and learn the relationships between data providing the result of the detection. The process of checking the mouse movement with keyboard typing speed also plays an important role to catch any abnormal activities during the exams or quizzes. For example, if the mouse moves too often or the keyboard types too fast, those frequent signs will cause an alert and warning for cheating detection. In the meantime, the system will activate the face capture that monitors all the sensitive facial movements such as mouth movement, eye movement, head movement, etc. By combining all three results from the detection features, the system will make a decent result based on the user’s activities under the detection. The three detection features have minimized the deviation of the result. The system instructions are easy to follow, and users will download the software on their laptops or desktops. Once the software is successfully downloaded and opened, tests will be provided by the instructor. The detector will be activated automatically once the exam is started. When users are finished taking the exams, students are required to click the “Submit Exam” button, then the system will provide the relevant results to the instructor.

Two algorithms have been implemented into the feature of mouse detection where the algorithm will check two factors, boundaries and rapid movements. When the mouse has either vertically or horizontally moved outside of the testing window, warnings will appear. In addition, if the mouse has moved too fast that exceeds a certain range of speed, this behavior will be detected as a rapid movement which causes warnings as well. The cheating will be detected based on 2 or more combinations of warnings. For example, if a student tries to open a browser during the exam, he
or she quickly moves the mouse outside of the testing window. This kind of behavior will cause at least two warnings that the mouse goes over the boundary and the moving speed is exceeded. The warnings will cause the cheating detection to be activated, and the system will immediately stop the exam, generating the report to the instructor at the same time [10]. As shown in Figure 2, warning detection are implemented based on different factors. The algorithm uses a number of four warnings to determine both mouse out-of-bound and rapid movements. If the warning has been detected, it will be set to TRUE. The ‘warning1’ will be TRUE if the mouse moves too fast to the left or right, and ‘warning2’ will focus on the speed of the mouse moving up and down. In the meantime, the ‘warning3’ will be set to TRUE if the mouse moved out of the bond horizontally, while ‘warning4’ checks whether the mouse moved out of the bond vertically. If 2 or more warnings are being set to TRUE, the cheating will be detected. For example, once warning1 and warning3 are set to TRUE, the algorithm will shut down the exam, and the student will be prohibited from taking the test. In addition, if warning1, warning2, and warning3 have been detected, the exam will be ended as well, as long as there are at least two warnings set to TRUE.

```python
def detect_warnings(self, x, y):
    warning1 = bool
    warning2 = bool
    warning3 = bool
    warning4 = bool

    if self.x != 0 and self.y != 0:
        # Rapid Movements
        if ((self.x - x) > 225) or ((x - self.x) > 225):
            self.mouse_movements.append("Warning-1")
            warning1 = True
        if ((self.y - y) > 225) or ((y - self.y) > 225):
            warning2 = True
            self.mouse_movements.append("Warning-2")
        # Out-of-bounds
        if x >= 448 or x <= 4:
            warning3 = True
            self.mouse_movements.append("Warning-3")
        if y >= 411 or y <= 4:
            warning4 = True
            self.mouse_movements.append("Warning-4")

    self.x, self.y = (x, y)
```

Figure 2. Mouse Movement Detection Code

The sound detection feature will make sure that the environment around the student is quiet enough, so that it detects whether the student is talking to someone else during the exam or not. The sound detection will check the amplitude of the sound waves instead of reading the words or sentences from the user. The system checks sound waves every 100ms. If the current sound wave is greater than the initialized sound amplitude, the algorithm will identify that the student has cheated during the exam because of talking. Based on Figure 3, the proper measurements and global requirements for audio recording have been initialized for sound identification. For example, if the collected sound amplitude from the student is greater than the initial value of ‘VOICE_THRESHOLD’ which means the noise or sound is louder than normal. Since the value of ‘VOICE_THRESHOLD’ has been carefully calculated, it avoids the small noise or sounds during the exam such as typing, sketching, clicking, etc.
By looking at Figure 4, it shows the main process of sound detection where the algorithm will first check to select the appropriate input device [11]. If there is no preferred input, the system will set the input device as default. Once the input has been set, the function of ‘open_mic_stream’ will set all the needed requirements such as format, channels, rate, etc. When the input device is ready and the microphone stream is opened, the sound detector will check the amplitude every round to compare with the ‘VOICE_THRESHOLD’ that has been initialized. The algorithm will always return TRUE if the sound exceeds the maximum amplitude. If the current amplitude does not encounter any problem, the next sound amplitude will be checked after 100ms.

The third detection feature is face movement analyzing which is still in progress [12]. The plan is broken into two sub-parts. The first part will be setting the dimensions of the camera to monitor the student’s face within specific boundaries by considering enough space for normal movements. The second part is designing a face movement capture system that catches all the sensitive facial movements. For example, if the eyes are looking outside of the screen, the system will identify it as a warning. If the eyes are looking outside of the screen for longer than 5 seconds, then the algorithm will detect this behavior as cheating. Similar algorithms will apply to head movements and mouse movements as well, which checks the degree of head rotation and frequency of mouth movement during the exam.

4. EXPERIMENT

4.1. Experiment 1

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the mouse movement detection, the first experiment contains three main parts which test various speeds of mouse movement: slow speed, normal speed, and
fast speed. Each test will take different combinations such as slow speed with exceeded boundaries or fast speed with exceeded boundaries. By taking a close look at Table 1, the results supported that the system was sensitive to any moving speed of the mouse that once the mouse has moved outside of any two boundaries, the system will easily detect that the user has moved the mouse out of the testing window. However, the experiment also pointed out an issue of the algorithm that when a mouse was slowly moved out of one edge, the system did not detect this behavior. Recall back to the mouse detection algorithm, the cheating behavior will only detect when the user has touched at least two warnings. Since the user slowly moves the mouse out to a specific boundary, the rapid movement detection did not activate, the only warning was the mouse exceeded one of the boundaries, which caused the system not to be satisfied with the base case resulting in a not detected result. Based on this issue during the experiment, it also brought up a great idea for the improvement of the system, in which the improved algorithm could limit the moving area of the mouse clicker. For example, once the exam has started, the mouse can only move within the testing window, once the mouse clicker touches any boundaries, it will be relocated to the center of the testing window. By doing this, the system easily handles the issue of the boundaries that not only locked the mouse within a certain area but also limit students to only interact with the testing information without checking anything outside of the testing screen.

Table 1. Mouse Movement Detection Experiment Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mouse Moving Speed</th>
<th>Left Boundary</th>
<th>Right Boundary</th>
<th>Up Boundary</th>
<th>Down Boundary</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Detected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Exceeded</td>
<td>Not Detected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By considering different cheating methods and applications, it is necessary to consider various anti-cheating strategies. The system contains a sound detection system in order to prevent students asking help from someone else such as calling a friend or discussing with a tutor. The second experiment created a realistic testing environment to test how the sound detection system works. Three separate empty rooms were prepared for three different students. One laptop was placed on the desk, and students were allowed to take their phones. All three students were required to take the same test. There was no anti-cheating application used for student 1. Student 2 was required to use a lockdown browser system, and student 3 was using our system. As shown in Table 2, it recorded students’ behaviors, test results, and cheating detection results during the test. Student 1 had no problem passing the test because no detectors were placed on the laptop. Student 2 faced a little problem searching for resources online, but student 2 decided to ask help from his friend by calling a voice chat using the phone, but still passed the test at the end. Student 3 did the same thing as student 2, but he had no chance to cheat on the test because the sound detection system had received a high amplitude of the sound wave and ended the test immediately. Although student 3 did not use the browser searching for the help, the test would still be ended based on the mouse movement detection. By doing this experiment, the cheating detection system had been working in a good way to prevent cheating behaviors. The results from experiments have reached my first round of development and testing expectations where the detection algorithms could deal with the common cheating methods while students are taking the tests.
5. RELATED WORK

Razan B. et al mentioned a computer-vision algorithm to prevent cheating behaviors in online exams [13]. The system takes action to detect the eyes movements of the users by taking images.

This idea is similar to our current face capture system that is still being designed. The system will capture any sensitive movement from the user’s face but the algorithms have to be implemented carefully where different factors need to be considered into the algorithms such as eyes focusing time on a specific position or the user moving out of the testing position.

Mohammad M. et al identified a great idea on recording pieces of video during the online exam [14]. Once the students have any prohibited behavior, the system will record that piece of video for future checking. By doing this, it saves a big amount of time from the instructor who only checks small pieces of videos instead of watching the whole recording of how students are doing in tests. Related back to our sound detection system, it focuses on the amplitude of sound waves. Based on the recording idea, it could be helped for the improvement of the sound detection system that the system would record a piece of time for the unusual sounds so that the instructor could double check the detection result based on those short recordings.

Ali M. et al discussed an approach of unsupervised learning that iterates and learns from group data in order to predict cheating behavior while taking the tests [15]. Machine learning plays an important role in handling and predicting results. It would be good to keep implementing machine learning into our mouse movement detection system where the algorithm will be more advanced to catch any students who have the same or similar mouse movements as other detected students. By using machine learning, it not only improves the flexibility of the algorithm but also increases the accuracy of each detection in the future.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Not only has the pandemic of Covid-19 caused many of the classes to switch to the online format, there are still other programs or online courses that have been set as remote in order to provide a more convenient learning experience for other countries' students. However, one of the biggest issues during online education is how to effectively prevent the issue of online academic dishonesty. By making this exam cheating detection system, it helps instructors alleviate the issues of online exams. The system contains various aspects to detect any cheating behaviors happening during the exams. Mouse movement detection restricts students from looking up any prohibited resources through the browser or any other information outside of the testing window. Sound detection supports that the exam is taken by students themselves without having a conversation or discussion with someone else. As the face capture system will be finished later, the system will be more comprehensive and checks any sensitive facial movement to avoid students from looking at resources by hand such as textbooks or notes, and it ensures that the student is not moving on the seat during the exam. According to the experiment, it proves that the
system can effectively prevent the issue of online academic dishonesty that catches any students who are having prohibited behaviors while taking the exam. However, the system does have a deviation in some cases. For example, if the student accidentally touched the mouse causing the mouse to move outside of the boundary with a rapid movement, the system would lock the exam right after it, but the student did not mean to cheat. Although this is a small probability, it is still important to consider how to avoid this kind of mistake. The current idea is that the system needs to be improved to count how long the mouse clicker has been staying outside of the boundaries. By taking this improvement, if the student has accidentally touched the mouse, they could have a few seconds to bring the mouse clicker back to the testing window. The cheating detection will be activated only if the mouse has stayed outside of the testing window for certain seconds. Another solution has been discussed in the earlier section that limits the mouse within a moving area. Once the mouse touches any boundaries, the mouse clicker will be pulled back to the center of the window. In addition, an external feature is also considered to be implemented into the system in the future, where the instructor can decide to set the exam to be the open book format so that the mouse movement detection will be closed because students will be allowed to check any resources. By doing this, the improvement improves the flexibility of the system that provides different formats and restrictions for the exams.
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